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Fig. 3: The Proposed Technique for Auto Changing of Data Direction in RS-485 Converter

Meanwhile, only a frame of data begins ~ith a start bit, follow with data bit and ended with one stop bit is
transmitted as shown in Figure 4. The rest of data on the other hand, is blocked or filtered. This method will avoid
interference of data in sharing line by provide a necessary time for line interface RS-485 returning back to receiving
mode.
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Fig. 4: Serial Data is Framed by a Start Bit and a Stop Bit.

A bit time is determined by a baud rate to represents a bit of data which are calculated using equation (I). The
bit time is controlled by the selected baud rate. A higher baud rate will produce a smaller bit time and vice versa.
Furthermore, the baud rate of each microcontroller is previously initialized with equality of baud rate GUt system.
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Since communication is asynchronous, the process of sending and receiving byte of data is sequential. Although
this method is slower than parallel communication, it is simpler and can be used over longer distances. Serial
communication is completed using three transmission lines: ground, transmit, and receive. Therefore, RS232/485
port is transmitted data on transmitting line and received data on receiving line. The important serial characteristics
are baud rate, data bits, stop bits, and parity. To communicate between microcontroller and a serial port on computer,
these parameters should be matched.

An integral part for observing data from responded slave of microcontroller is played by GUI environment as
depicted in Figure 5. The American Standard Code (ASCII) is used to transmit information interchange data which
presents the address of microcontroller and action from gas sensors. This process is done by a Universal
Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (USART) at PC stage which is interfaced with RS-232 port. RS-232 port is
sequentially sent and received bytes of information one bit at a time to and from RS-232 to RS-485 converter (master
device).
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